The spring-to-summer shallow atmospheric circulation over North Africa is driven by two desert heat lows (DHLs), one over Sahara (SHL) and one over Arabia (AHL), with cyclones embedded in the convective layer, capped by mid-tropospheric anticyclones.
Introduction
North Africa is characterized by complex climate and geographical features, which occur in a span of 15 o − 20 o of latitude (1500-2000 km). Equatorial rain forests, followed by semiarid shrublands and rocky and sand bare deserts, add specific features to the North African shallow atmospheric dynamics.
The maximum complexity is reached during boreal summer, when the north African continent and the Mediterranean region are under the monsoonal influence (Chen 2003; Rodwell and Hoskins, 1996; ; this is when a fully developed West African monsoon (WAM) interacts with the shallow circulation driven by the desert heat lows (DHLs), and when this circulation influences the hurricane season in the Tropical Atlantic (Landsea and Gray, 1992) .
The spring-to-summer evolution of the shallow atmospheric circulation is deeply tied to the DHLs, which strengthen and split in two lows in late spring and summer as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In spring, the Saharan heat low (SHL) is larger than the Arabian heat low (AHL) (Fig. 1a) . On the contrary, in summer, the AHL is larger than the SHL (Fig. 2a) . The intense near-surface heat in these DHLs is accompanied by cyclones, convergence and rising motions, which contrast with upper-level anticyclones, divergence and subsidence. The zonal cross section of the DHL circulations shows that air rises from the heat low and subsides to its west, generating a zonal circulation confined within the lower half of the troposphere ( Fig. 1b and Fig. 2b ). The main difference between these Walker-like circulations and the Walker circulation is that the subsidence occurs to the west of the DHL, while in the Walker cell the subsidence occurs to the east of the warm pool.
The prevailing zonal structure of the shallow atmospheric circulation over N Africa clearly shows in ERA-40 and NCEP1 and NCEP2 reanalysis, see figures 21 and 22 in Zhang et al. (2008) . In addition, the meridional outflow is maximum in spring and minimum in summer, but in both seasons the upper-level southward outflow is not sufficiently strong to compensate the lower-level northward inflow in Abidjan (at the Guinea coast) and in Dakar (to the north of WAM and the south of DHL), see figures 4 and 6 in Zhang et al. (2008) . In this work, it will be shown that the complexity of this dynamical pattern is due to the presence of mixed waves in-phase with the diabatic forcing and to the presence of westward decaying planetary waves. Chen (2005) presented a comprehensive picture of the complex summer tropospheric circulation over North Africa, by reporting its essential ingredients: (1) a cyclone in the convective layer, driven by a DHL; (2) an upper-level anticyclone, driven by rising motions from the frictional layer and by monsoonal subsidence, and spatially in quadrature with the lower-level cyclone (a π/2 phase shift in the zonal direction); (3) a mid-tropospheric jet, almost in geostrophic balance.
The DHL activity interacts with the perturbations which travel westward across North Africa, playing a crucial role in the regional climate variability (Lavaysse et al. 2009; 2010a) . Moreover, DHL dynamics are modulated by midlatitude intrusion of synoptic disturbances (Chauvin et al. 2010) , and northerly advection of cold air and moisture from the Mediterranean region (Vizy and Cook 2009; Gaetani et al. 2010; ; in addition, the lower-level cyclonic winds favor the transport of moist air masses across North Africa from the North Atlantic (Lavaysse et al. 2010b ) and the Mediterranean (Peyrillé and Lafore 2007) , modulating the distribution of the WAM precipitation across the Sahel (Lavaysse et al. 2010b and 2015) . Biasutti et al. (2009) have identified the SHL as a key element controlling the Sahelian rainfall. These perturbations, which travel westward with the African easterly waves (AEWs), are generated by barotropic and baroclinic instabilities of the African easterly jet (AEJ) Hoskins 1994a, 1994b; Wu et al. 2012; Cook, 2015) . In addition of playing a crucial role on the monsoonal precipitation (Gu et al. 2004; Skinner and Diffenbaugh 2013) , the AEWs are important in the development of tropical cyclones (Thorncroft and Hodges, 2001; Price et al 2015) . The easterly jet, which acts as a waveguide for the AEWs, is maintained by meridional temperature gradients (Cook 1999 , Wu et al. 2009 , and is strengthened by the monsoonal subsidence and by radiative cooling (Schubert et al, 1991; Thorncroft and Blackburn, 1999; Chen 2005 ).
This work is an analysis of the seasonal features of the shallow atmospheric circulation over North Africa based on the solutions to a Matsuno-Gill model-system (Matsuno, 1966; Gill, 1980) , obtained by dynamically coupling a dissipative lower mixed This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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layer (Neelin, 1989; Stevens at al, 2002) with an upper almost frictionless layer of equal depth (Vallis, 2010) . This frictional difference overcomes the limitations related to uniform frictional losses in Gill's model (Rodwell and Hoskins, 1996) .
In this work, the dynamics are forced by prescribed diabatic buoyancy sources, which generate rising motions in the lower layer, mass balanced by subsiding motions in the upper layer.
These motions are confined within the lower half of the troposphere by a lid placed at the mid-tropospheric level (Fig. 3) .
The environment parameters are tuned in order to reproduce the main dynamical features in a consistent manner with observations and more complex model studies (see Thorncroft and Blackburn 1999; Cook 1999; Chen 2005; Lavaysse et al. 2009 ).
It will be shown that the presence of an upper almost frictionless layer capped by a mid-tropospheric lid are essential ingredients for the westward displacement of the upper-level Libyan high in two-layer with the AHL and of the West African high (WAH) in respect of the SHL. These displacements are strictly related to the subsidence over the Libyan desert and over the Tropical Atlantic. The subsidence regions zonally widen in the presence of easterly winds.
Since recent studies have shown a non negligible contribution by the Arabian heat low to the AEJ , and that the development of the SHL is concomitant with the development of the West African Monsoon (WAM), and with the Saharan dust emission peak (Engelstaedter et al. 2006) , the influence of these contributors on the African winds is also analyzed.
The scope of this work is to provide a theoretical basis in terms of Kelvin, mixed gravity-planetary and planetary modes for analyzing important dynamical features, such as the contribution by the desert heat lows to the dynamics of the shallow atmospheric circulation, the zonal quadrature between the high and the low pressure systems, the behavior of the AEJ, the strengthening of the Libyan anticyclone and of the subsidence over the Tropical Atlantic. Given the complexity of the problem, this work aims to the construction of a minimal analytic mathematical theory, which swiftly allows the description of the main features in terms of basic dynamical modes, and which can also provide a tool for assessing the impacts in nearby, connected regions, such as the Sahel, the Mediterranean and the Tropical Atlantic. This paper is organized as follows: the model is presented in section 2; the seasonal DHLs are introduced in section 3; the spring shallow atmospheric circulation is analyzed in section 4; the summer circulation is analyzed in section 5, and this section includes subsections where the contributions by ambient and monsoonal winds and desert dust warming are also analyzed; the conclusions are drawn in section 6. Finally, the mathematical solutions to the model-system are discussed in the Appendix.
Matsuno-Gill model
The dynamics in the lower half of the troposphere are studied by using a two-layer model system in the shallow water approximation, where the frictional losses are large in layer 2 and small in layer 1, with vanishing vertical velocity at top and bottom of the model system, and continuous vertical velocity at the interface between the two layers (see Fig. 3 ). Using Gill's model formulation by Phlips and Gill (1987) and omitting the layer indexing, the governing equations are, Accepted Article in the Appendix, are constructed as in the work by Phlips and Gill (1987) .
Lid
The vertical confinement of the motions seen in Fig. 1b and Fig.   2b is obtained by placing a lid at the mid-tropospheric level. In the absence of this lid, the vertical velocity at the top of the model would be ∆w = (w 1 + w 2 ), where
and w 2 = [( 2 + U 2 ∂x)φ 2 + Q] are the vertical velocities in layer 1 and 2; these velocities are obtained by using the continuity equation (2.5) in Gill (1980) , where ∂ t has been replaced by ( + U ∂x). Then, for vanishing vertical velocities, the lid reaction is yielded by the solution to the following equation,
by acting with equal strength on both layers, drives a barotropic mode, which is anticyclonic in regions of prevailing subsidence, i.e. φ Lid > 0 where (w 1 + w 2 ) < 0.
Spring-to-summer heat lows
In late spring the heat low located over West Africa is larger and deeper than the low located over the Arabian peninsula; while, in summer the SHL is smaller and shallower than the AHL, see 
proportional to the diabatic potential temperature perturbation,
N is the Newtonian relaxation time (Neelin, 1989) .
When Q > 0, a fraction of the lower layer fluid is displaced into the upper layer, and thus the heating is a mass sink for the lower layer and a mass source for the upper layer. In two-layer models, each layer is isentropic, and temperature perturbations are interface perturbations. The diabatic interface depression, −gη D = gh∆θ D /Θ 0 , drives the lower-level convergence and the upper-level divergence (Fig. 3) . In this work, each source is represented by the gravest mode to make the results more readable in terms of the solutions to Eq. (1). Flow details (not included in this work) could be simulated by adding higher order modes, as it has been done by Zhang and Krishnamurti (1996) in their study of the Gill's heat induced tropical circulation.
In order to reduce the PDE system in (1) into the ODE system in (5), the source is expanded in terms of parabolic cylindrical The spring spectrum is shifted toward lower order spectral lines with respect to the summer spectrum (Fig. 4a) . It results that the spring source components are confined within the tropics (Fig.   4b ); while the summer components overboard into the near extratropics ( Fig. 4c ). Since the dynamics is made of Kelvin modes excited by Q 0 , mixed modes excited by Q 1 , and planetary modes excited by Q n≥1 , the seasonal dynamical response can be inferred by inspecting the related source spectrum, because Kelvin waves drive the dynamics to the east of the source, while mixed wave dynamics are in phase with the source, and planetary waves drive the dynamics to the west of the source (Gill, 1980; Rodwell and Hoskins, 2001 ).
Environment parameters
The two layers have an equal depth, h; the total depth is H = 2h, taken equal to half of the tropospheric depth. The Rossby radius R 0 is taken equal to 6 [degrees] in both layers, c = In multi-layer models, these times range from about a day in the lower layers to about 30 days in the upper layers (Rodwell and This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved. (Fig. 1a,2a ).
In addition, we show results in the absence and in the presence of an ambient wind. In the latter case, we take U 1 = 2U 2 = -3 [m/s] for |y| < 30
• , and 
Spring circulation
The model spring circulation is analyzed by assuming that the heat low over West Africa, Q SHL , is larger than the heat low over the Arabian peninsula, Q AHL , as seen in Fig. 1a . The model flow driven by these DHLs is shown in Fig. 5 . Here, the lower-level cyclones are weaker than the upper-level anticyclones, and the upper-level highs are displaced to the west in respect of the lower-level heat lows (compare Fig. 5b with Fig.   5d ). An unstable jet flows to the south-west of the respective DHL (Fig. 5b) . The vertical velocities at the intermediate level show that the circulation is made of two elongated zonal Walker-like cells (Fig. 5c ). In the SHL cell air rises over the Sahara and subsides over the Tropical Atlantic, and, in the AHL cell, air rises over Arabia and subsides over East Africa. The lid reaction, computed by using Eq. (2), is shown in Fig. 5a . This reaction drives anticyclonic winds through the depth of the shallow circulation over the subsidence regions.
The subsidence regions are strictly related to the friction differences between the two layers and to lid reaction. This is evident by comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 6 . In the latter, the model circulation is simulated by assuming that the dissipation coefficient is the same in both layer and equal to that adopted by Gill (1980) . Here the flow is specular symmetric about the interface, the lid reaction is absent, the easterly jet is weak and the subsidence over the ocean is almost absent. This comparison shows that uniform dissipative systems do not simulate important features of the shallow circulation.
The presence of easterly ambient winds zonally elongates the SHL and AHL cells, displacing the west African high westward and connecting the AHL jet to the SHL jet, as shown in Fig. 7 .
In the remaining part of this section, we analyze the main dynamical features in terms of the modes excited by the diabatic source.
Analysis of the main features
The areas of potential instabilities seen in (β − ∂yyū)(ū −ūs) > 0 is barotropically unstable (Vallis, 2010) .
In this season, the source strongest spectral lines are the lower order components (Fig. 4a) . The gravest mode, Q 0 (see Eq.
6 in the Appendix), excites those Kelvin waves, which drive the weak flow about the equator to the east of the DHLs. 
From the 1st and 3rd equation we deduce that these waves decay westerly with an e−folding distance equal to Ln =
where cn = −(2n + 1 + 2k
2 )
−1 is their phase speed and k is their zonal wavenumber. Ln increases with the Rayleigh friction time,
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with easterly ambient winds and with cn (cn decreases with n, see the Appendix for further details); while it decreases in the presence of westerly ambient winds (Fig. 8a) . Ln is generally negative, but it becomes positive for n ≥ 3 in the presence of ambient westerly winds. In addition, because of large friction losses, Ln in layer 2 is smaller than Ln in layer 1; it results that the lower cyclone is confined in a close neighborhood of the source;
while, in the upper anticyclone slowly decays westwards over the Tropical Atlantic. The westwards shift of the West African high in respect of the source is due to the low frictional losses in layer 1; this shift, accompanied by the lid reaction, is the essential ingredient for the subsidence over the ocean. Fig. 8b shows the shift of φ in respect of the source as a function of the frictional time. Since the phase shift of the nth component is
in Chen (2003 Chen ( , 2005 , is obtained for → 0. Fig. 8c shows that the easterly jet to the south of the DHL is always stronger than the westerly jet to the north of the DHL. This result can be explained by examining the first two equation in (3); in the northern flank of the DHL, φn and un are in-phase because their term q n+1 (x)D n+1 (y) has the same sign; while, in the southern flank of the DHL, φn and un are in-phase-opposition because their term (n + 1)q n+1 (x)D n−1 (y) has an opposite sign; finally, the amplifying factor (n + 1), makes the southern jet stronger than the northern jet. This asymmetry is due to the latitudinal variation of the Coriolis parameter.
Summer circulation
In full summer the Saharan heat low shrinks and settles in its most north-westerly position between the Hoggar and the Atlas massifs (Lavaysse et al. 2009 ); this is also when the Arabian heat low reaches its maximum size and intensity, see Fig. 2a . The dynamics driven by these lows are analyzed here, without duplicating the analysis of the many common features with the spring circulation;
namely, lower-level cyclones in-phase with the desert lows, and the upper-level anticyclones to the west of these lows (see Section 4.1). Here we focus on the differences of the shallow circulation due to the higher latitude of the summer DHLs and to a larger size of the AHL in respect of that of the SHL. Because of this size difference, the AHL cell is stronger than the SHL cell (Fig. 9) ;
where the AHL cell projects itself over the Libyan desert and the SHL cell projects itself over the Tropical Atlantic. In regions of subsidence, pressure is high and he winds are anticyclonic through the depth of the lower half of the troposphere.
The instability differences between spring and summer seen in Fig. 5b and Fig. 9b are due to the increased value of the Coriolis parameter. In springs, the regions of barotropic instability are larger than those of baroclinic instabilities; in summer, the situation is reversed.
The other differences, such as the westward projection of the upper-level dynamics, are explained in terms of the spectral shifting towards higher order components (larger n, see Fig. 4 ).
These components have a smaller westwards e-folding distance
Ln (see Fig. 8a ), and a higher critical latitude, Since reanalysis data show that the winds in the SHL cell are stronger than those in the AHL cell, we search for additional contributors, which can reduce the differences between the circulation seen in Fig. 2 and that seen in Fig. 9 . In the remaining part of this section we explore the impact of a third expansion of the Coriolis parameter, the influence by ambient and monsoonal winds and by desert dust warming.
γ-correction
The γ-correction is a 3rd order expansion of the Coriolis parameter, f = Fig. 10a ; and the relative amplitude of the γ-correction is shown in Fig. 10b ; this figure shows that the relative γ-correction is non negligible in the transition zone between the tropics and the extratropics, where it ranges from 5% to 15%
Since γ is small, its contribution to the dynamics is constructed using a perturbation method, as it is usually done in atmospheric dynamics (Heckley and Gill, 1984; Phlips and Gill, 1987) . Accepted Article (Uccellini and Kocin, 1987) . The upper-level resulting circulation is shaped as a qradupole with two cyclones and two anticyclones (Fig. 10c) . The anticyclones over the eastern Mediterranean sea and to the west of Gibraltar contribute to the subsidence in these regions.
Ambient wind influence
The presence of an easterly ambient wind for |y| < 30
• and of a westerly wind for |y| > 30
• elongates the SHL and the AHL cells, making the zonal winds in the SHL cell stronger than those in the AHL cell, Fig. 11 . These ambient winds cause an expansion of the region of instability of the SHL cell and a zonal stretching of the west African high and of the Libyan high.
Jet intensification by desert dust warming
Model and observation results have shown that the solar radiation absorbed by desert dust can play a role in modulating air temperatures, over both land and sea, with important climate impacts (Yoshioka et al. 2007 ). North Africa is the world's largest source of mineral dust. Dust emission is shaped by the local orography, and its variability ranges from diurnal to decadal timescales (Prospero et al, 2002; Evan et al, 2016) . Airborne dust concentration is highest in the 700-500 hPa layer, with a maximum of the solar radiation absorption at 600 hPa (Dunion and Marron, 2008 and Benjamin, 1980; Evan and Murkhopadhyay, 2010; Lavaysse et al., 2011) .
To explore the climatological impact of airborne dust on the dynamics of the shallow circulation, we prescribe a net climatological warming Q DDW = 1 [K day −1 ] over the main desert dust sources (Evan et al, 2016) , reducing it to 0.25 [K day −1 ] over the ocean (Evan and Murkhopadhyay, 2010) . This Q DDW > 0 depresses the interface between the two layers and drives the upper anticyclone shown in Fig. 12a . The impact of the DDW warming on the circulation driven by the desert lows is shown in Fig. 12b . This additional warming connects the AHL cell to the SHL cell, without substantially changing their structure and shape, but strengthening the SHL cell more than the AHL cell.
This behavior is in general agreement with results by Lavaysse et al. (2011) , who found that the desert dust radiative forcing increases the SHL thickness, intensifying both AEJ and related AEW activity.
Monsoonal influence
In full summer, North Africa is under the influence of the monsoonal activity (Rodwell and Hoskins, 1996; . Because of the proximity of the west African monsoon (WAM) to the desert lows, WAM has a direct impact on the shallow circulation over this continent. In this work, the analysis is restricted to the oneway influence of WAM on the shallow circulation.
The monsoonal winds and monsoonal subsidence used in this analysis are computed by using a two-layer model with lower frictional layer and an upper almost frictional layer; i.e. the same model already used for the DHLs; but with the following differences, the lid is moved to the top of the troposphere and the source of WAM is placed at one Rossby radius from the equator, with this radius taken equal to 10
• . The simulated monsoonal flow is shown in Fig. 13 . Because of the low latitude of the source, this flow is dominated by the mixed mode and by the lowest planetary 
Summary and conclusions
The purpose of this work is to propose a minimal theoretical description of the shallow atmospheric circulation over North Africa in terms of large-scale modes (Kelvin, mixed planetarygravity, planetary modes). To this aim, a two-layer MatsunoGill model system is used, in which the dynamics are forced by prescribed buoyancy sources, where mass continuity couples the dynamics in the two layers. The main differences between this model and Gill's model used by Zhang and Krishnamurti (1996) and by Biasutti et al (2009) contributor to these winds is the additional warming due to the presence of airborne dust; while, the γ-correction almost equally strengthens both cells (SHL and AHL). The presence of these contributors is essential for reproducing the stronger offshore jet seen in Fig. 2a . The instability regions shown in Fig. 11c are consistent with satellite observations, which show that the western coastal region is always rainier than East Africa in both seasons (spring and summer) (Cook, 2015) .
In conclusion, the modified two-layer Matsuno-Gill model has shown its ability in reproducing the main features of the This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
Accepted Article shallow atmospheric circulation driven by the desert lows, with the monsoonal inland inflow and the airborne desert dust warming playing a non negligible role in the process. These results are in line with more complex models and with observational evidences (see e.g. Thorncroft and Blackburn 1999; Lavaysse et al. 2009; Lavaysse et al. 2011; . Hence this simple model is a powerful tool for investigating the behavior of the north African winds under different climatological conditions. Moreover, this model system shows potential implications for the assessment of the remote influences of the North African atmospheric circulation on desert dust emission and transport (Engelstaedter et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2015) , cyclone development in the Tropical Atlantic (Price et al. 2015, Thorncroft and Hodges 2001) , and monsoonal precipitation distribution in the Sahel (Lavaysse et al. 2010b; Lavaysse et al. 2015 ).
The limitations due the linearity of the model-system can be partially overcome by introducing a nonlinear correction (see Gill and Phlips, 1986) ; however, nonlinearities due to presence of mountains of finite altitude are unresolved by this type of correction (Rodwell and Hoskins, 2001 ). In addition, feedback mechanisms between heating and low level dynamics in the onset phase of the west African monsoon cannot be resolved by impulsive forcing has done in Heckley and Gill (1984) , because of their inherent nonlinear nature. In addition, North Africa and the Mediterranean region are under the influence of the south Asian monsoon (Rodwell and Hoskins, 1996; , and this contribution is absent in this work. Summarizing, the monsoonal influence on the desert lows present in this work only refers to the summer shallow circulation over North Africa, when WAM is in its mature stage. Therefore, the results shown in this paper can be expanded by doing further work.
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A.1. ODEs in terms of parabolic cylindrical functions
The expansion of the source in terms of parabolic cylindrical
, is used for reducing the PDE in Eq.
(1) in a set of ODE,
where ( 2 ) terms and higher order terms are neglected.
A.2. Kelvin mode excited by
For q = 0 and (v, r) = 0, the 1st equation in (5) yields, 
where Ln = − −1 (cn + U ) is the e−folding distance of the free modes and cn = −(2n + 1 + 2k
−1 is their phase speed; these modes decay westerly for (cn + U ) < 0, and easterly for for (cn + U ) > 0. There is also an additional a train of rapidly decaying waves yielded by 
